Andrew Marshall Presents...
SHOWS IN ENGLISH FOR ESO AND BACHILLERATO STUDENTS

Andrew marshall presents two performances created to captivate the imagination of their audience and allow the students to enjoy english in a theatrical environment. These original comedies have already been received with great success in Institutos de Educación Secondaria, Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas and Ciclos Formativos throughout spain with positive feedback from both students and teachers alike.
Roald Dahl takes our best known children’s stories and gives them a thoroughly mischievous twist. You’ve never heard them quite like this before. But Roald Dahl’s wicked prose is only part of the fun. Even before the performance begins the audience is actively taking part.

This open and positive participation continues during the performance with the students also helping the actor create a character to act out the rhymes in all their revolting splendour. Giving the students an opportunity to be involved not only keeps their interest and attention but also allows them to enjoy themselves as an audience. Through physical comedy, the outrageous prose of Roald Dahl is made accessible and enjoyable for high school students from 4º ESO and Bachillerato.

*The duration of the performance is approximately 50 minutes.
Welcome to “QUIZ FAMOUS!”, with your host with the most “Smiling” Guy Partridge! “QUIZ FAMOUS!”, the quiz show where everyone gets the chance to play!

The lucky audience members who have had the honour of being selected as contestants by “Smiling” Guy himself, will then be divided into two teams and with the help of their fellow audience members will compete against each other to answer a series of questions from four main categories:

1) Famous movies.
2) Famous songs andamous singers.
3) Famous sporting moments.
4) Which famous person am I?

The winning team will then be given the chance to win the holiday of a lifetime! An all expenses paid five star destination of their choice anywhere in the world!!! Along with various other incredible prizes! (*)

“QUIZ FAMOUS!” is the name of the game with your host with the most, “Smiling” Guy Partridge! And the aim of the game is to have everyone jumping out of their skin ready to play......... “QUIZ FAMOUS!”

“QUIZ FAMOUS” is for the enjoyment of all students from 3º and 4º ESO and Bachillerato.

(*) Or a consolation prize worth considerably less.

The duration of the performance is approximately 50-60 minutes.
PEDAGOGICAL MATERIAL

On confirmation of a performance each school will receive pre show and post show activities for the students as well as corresponding grammar and vocabulary notes. After the performances the students and teachers will have the chance to ask questions if they wish.
TEACHERS WORKSHOP

INCREASE YOUR POTENTIAL TO EXPRESS AND COMMUNICATE

INTRODUCTION:
An introductory workshop to help English teachers improve their expressiveness and to achieve a better communication with their students. The workshop allows teachers to develop their communication skills by experiencing at first hand various mime, movement, and character techniques through games and improvisation as well as working with selected texts.

THE WORKSHOP:
3 1/2 HOURS.
1). INTRODUCTION; Structure and objectives
2). WARM UP AND MOVEMENT; Activities and games to wake up the body and imagination.
3). IMPROVISATION; Working in groups, finding the spontaneity and exploiting your expressive capabilities within the improvisation.
4). WORKING WITH TEXTS; Working with distinctive texts to improve corporal and verbal expressiveness. Giving life and rhythm to a text.
5). CONCLUSION; An opportunity to ask questions, give opinions and ideas.

OBJECTIVES:
- Increase your capacity to express and communicate.
- Allow spontaneity.
- Develop group creativity.
- Excercize the body and imagination.
- Making a class more enjoyable by learning to incorporate different theatre techniques.
- Working on a better presence.
- Giving life and rhythm to a text.
Andrew Marshall

studied Dramatic Art and Dance at the Ensemble Acting Studios in Sydney, Australia before furthering his studies at Ecole Philippe Gaulier in London and with Theatre du Soleil in Paris. He has over twenty years professional experience in theatre working as an actor, dancer, teacher, writer, director, producer and stand up comedian in various productions in Australia and more recently here in Spain. Andrew has worked on various gala events with Catalan theatre company La Cubana, directed by Jordi Milan and starred in the company’s production, “Nuts Coconuts” for the Edinburgh International Festival. Andrew has also dedicated the last 5 years to producing quality performances for Institutos de Educación Secundaria, Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas and Ciclos Formativas throughout Spain. As a teacher in Spain he has given workshops in Corporal Expression, English Through Drama, and Clown for El Centro de Innovación Educativa y Formación del Profesorado and La Escuela Oficial de Idiomas in Santander and in various drama schools. In the summer months Andrew works as a “Master of Ceremonies” for Pueblo Inglés.